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2. Introduction 

In October 1997 it came as a great surprise that Arundhati Roy's novel The God 

of Small Things was awarded a Booker Prize for fiction, which in the last three decades 

had become the "paper Nobel" for writers from the Commonwealth. The book was 

chosen from a list of six other novels in which Roy was, besides Mick Jackson, the only 

first time novelist. 1 

The novel, according to R.K. Dhawan, was not the most favoured by the judges. 

He writes "There was -a general feeling amongst the critics that, despite its popular 

appeal, it might not win the Booker.,,2 Nevertheless, the decision turned to Roy's book 

and almost five years of hard and creative work brought its reward. The book became a 

best selling "mega wonder" over night and sold more copies than any other Booker 

winner in the history of the contest. The novel has been translated into more than forty 

languages3 and became a popular subject of academic studies. 

There is little room for doubt when stating that the path to popularity and 

importance for The God of Small Things has already been pre-paved by Salman Rushdie 

"who put Indian writing on an International literary map,,4; by Rushdie, the "messiah" for 

the Indian novel in English of the penultimate decade of the twentieth century. The 

appearance of his Midnight's Children "brought about a renaissance in Indian writing in 

English".5 A "certain post-modern playfulness" appeared in his writing as well as "a new 

IDhawan, R.K. Arundhati Roy The Novelist Extraordinary. (New Delhi: Prestige Books. 1999) 
11 

2 Dhawan l3 
3 Dhawan 12 
4 Dhawan 21 
5 Mee 318 
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exuberance of language". History, nation and open sexuality became important themes.6 

Roy not only employs all of them, but she even manages to develop these issues in such a 

way that her novel becomes "a masterpiece, utterly exceptional in every way,,7. 

This paper attempts to present a number of intrinsically postmodern 

characteristics in Arundhati Roy's novel The God of Small Things. To be able to point out 

the particular characteristics it is inevitable to find an answer to the question: What is 

postmodernism? There is a variety of theories trying to determine it; nevertheless this 

paper shall be grounded in what Susan Watkins defines as characteristically postmodern. 

As Watkins argues in the chapter 'Postmodernism and Feminism' of her book 

Twentieth-Century Women Novelists, one can start by approaching this question from a 

historical perspective. She claims that "we are now in the postmodern era, or the 

historical period which follows the modern period."g As Watkins further states, 

philosophies, ideologies as well as social and economic structures are aspects which 

contribute to the particularity of historical periods; thus the prefix 'post' in 

postmodernism signifies a certain easily recognisable move from what was characteristic 

for modernism. Modernist belief in metanarratives, "accounts of the world which sought 

to explain a huge variety of phenomena in terms of one overarching and all-inclusive 

story,,9, be it Christianity, Darwin's evolution theory, Marxism or Freudian 

psychoanalysis lost its credit in postmodernity. The explanatory power attributed to these 

metanarratives proved to be insufficient and they were replaced by what Jean-Fran<;ois 

Lyotard calls 'incredulity', i.e. a postmodern person's doubts that there is any way of 

finding an explanation for things that happen. The feeling of this disbelief, according to 

6 Mee 318 
7 quotation from Harpers & Queen, front cover GOST 
8 Watkins, Susan. Twentieth-Century Women Novelists. (palgrave. 2001.) 123 
9 Watkins 123 
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Watkins, is the result of never ceasing information provided by media and technology; 

one completely loses hislher ability to distinguish reality from mere representations of 

reality. Nevertheless, this inability is in fact a postmodern state; Jean Baudrillard terms it 

'hyperreality' "where all that surrounds us is a series of texts"lO. It is difficult to find the 

reason for the turn from modernity to postmodernity. Some critics state that it is the result 

of the appearance of a consumerist society and a soul-enslaving global market economy. 

Others put it down to numerous disasters, violence, corruption or politics of the twentieth 

century. 

It is necessary to distinguish terms like postmodernity and postmodernism. In the 

eyes of critics like Linda Hutcheon postmodernity became "a description of the social and 

economic factors that characterise the period in which we live"ll ,that is the extratextual, 

while she well distinguished the notion of postmodernism which she defined as "that 

period's cultural products,,12. Watkins warns that such attempts like Linda Hutcheon's to 

identify postmodernism "merely as a cultural product" 13 are naIve because it 

distinguishes reality from representations of reality which has lately become unnecessary; 

nevertheless, the provisional employment of the helps to give light on the subject. 

According to Watkins postmodernism can be best characterised by the following 

features: 

First we could point to the breakdown of the distinction between high and 
popular art forms and the mixing of elements of both in the same text. 
After all, if it has become increasingly difficult to make value-laden 
aesthetic judgements then the only appropriate response is to treat 
everything equally as a discourse or text. Secondly we might note the 
ironic use of the past and history ... Thirdly, of great importance is an 
increasing self-consciousness about the methods used to create a text; in 

10 Watkins 123 
11 Watkins 124 
12 Watkins 124 
13 Watkins 124 
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fiction this might mean explicitly exposing the conventions used, for 
example a particular narrative method, to the reader's scrutiny. Fourthly, 
postmodernist art tends to make intertextual use of other texts in 
humorous, playful way.14 

Another important Issue is the relationship between modernism and 

postmodernism in the arts and fiction. As Watkins argues some of the methods of 

modernism and postmodernism are similar, what distinguishes the two is "the anti-elitism 

of postmodernist when compared with modernist texts, and secondly the loss of belief in 

any possibility of representing reality truthfully,,15 

As has been mentioned above, postmodernism does not aim for representing 

reality; it perceives reality, or in other words all that surrounds us as a text. This paper 

shall focus only on the formal aspects of this text; that is on the form, structure and 

content of the novel. If a parallel can be drawn between postmodernist writing and a 

mosaic picture, then one can state that words are the smallest constitutive elements, they 

are the little stones which are useless by themselves, but when put together in a proper 

way they create something larger. This paper shall focus on the following three levels of 

the text: starting with the lowest, that is the language, then it shall focus on the narrative 

and in the final part it will discuss the intertextual aspects of the novel. 

14 Watkins 124 
15 Watkins 125 
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3. Plot Summary 

The God of Small Things gives an account of the events that happened during a 

fortnight around Christmastime in 1969; events that would forever affect the life of the 

upper-class, Syrian-Christian Ipe family. "It was a time when uncles became fathers, 

mothers lovers, and cousins died and had funerals. It was a time when unthinkable 

became thinkable and the impossible really happened.,,16 The story builds around Sophie 

Mol's, Rahel and Estha's (the dizygothic twins's) nine-year-old half English cousin's, 

visit and her tragic death by drowning in the rain swollen "greygreen" 17 river. 

Parallel to Sophie Mol's arrival, a secret and forbidden love affair starts between 

Ammu - Rahel and Estha's divorcee mother who "was twenty-seven that year, and in the 

pit of her stomach she carried the cold knowledge that for her, life had been lived. She 

had had one chance. She made a mistake.,,18- and Velutha, a Paravan, an Untouchable; 

Velutha, "The God of Loss. The God of Small Things. The God of Goose Bumps and 

Sudden Smiles,,19 who is involved in Marxist revolutionary marches. The love affair ends 

in a catastrophe; Velutha dies a martyr's death in a police cell after being brutally beaten 

up by policemen. Estha is "returned" to his father who lives in Madras and Ammu is 

expelled from Ayemenem to die alone four years later in a "grimy room in the Bharat 

Lodge in Allepey,,20 

16 Roy, Arundhati. The God of Small Things. (London: Flamingo. 1998) 31 
17 Roy 293 
18 Roy 38 
19 Roy 330 
20 Roy 161 
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4. Language 

Arundhati Roy's language and narrative is very much influenced by the fact that 

she was born in KeraIa, brought up and educated in India; and unlike most of the other 

popular contemporary writers of Indo-English fiction was neither educated nor has she 

chosen to live abroad.2! Nevertheless, the novel with its numerous allusions to the British 

literary tradition and culture keeps an ongoing dialogue between the East and the West. 

4.1. Metaphors, humour and irony 

Prayard Tripathi in his essay 'Material, Mode/Manner, Musicality with 

Metaphoric Multiplicity: The God of Small Things' compares Roy's narrative technique 

to James Joyce and Virginia Woolf's modernism and Garcia Marquez's magic realism 

mainly because of her special treatment of language?2 As it has been explained in the 

introduction of the paper postmodernism has developed from modernism that is why it 

carries numerous similarities with modernism. The modernist aim however differs from 

the one of the postmodernist. The modernists tried to achieve the perfect form, an 

improved and advanced way of depicting life.23 However postmodernism's employment 

of language serves right the opposite; it returns only fragments of the puzzle. 

21 Dhawan 11 
22 Tripathi 307 
23 Watkins 125 
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Roy's exceptionally innovative figurative and experimental language unfolds the 

depths of the tragedy to come and lights matches of humour and well employed irony to 

illuminate its darkness. In an Interview with Alex Wilbur, Roy said: 

I don't think I offer you one thing. If there is tragedy there's also comedy 
going on somewhere on the side. If there is sadness there's also happiness, 
there's also joy?4 

The tragi-comic passages reoccur throughout the novel; probably the first and most 

noticeable is the part describing Estha's old, agonizing dog. 

When Khubchand, [Estha'sJ beloved, blind, bald, incontinent seventeen
year-old mongrel, decided to stage a miserable, long-drawn-out death, 
Estha nursed him [ ... J In the last months of his life, Khubchand, who had 
the best intentions but the most unreliable of bladders, would drag himself 
to the top-hinged dog-flap built into the bottom of the door that led out 
into the back garden, push his head through it and urinate unsteadily, 
bright yellowly, inside. Then with bladder empty and conscience clear he 
would look up at Estha with opaque green eyes that stood in his grizzled 
skull like scummy pools and weave his way back to his damp cushion, 
leaving wet footprints on the flOOr.25 

The reader does not have to be a zealous animal lover to feel pity for the old, sick and 

dying dog, which, despite its poor conditions, either to keep his animal pride, or just to 

stick to the habit, makes the effort to do its business the way it had been doing it for 

years. Nevertheless, the dramatic irony of the dog's noble attempt makes the reader 

laugh out aloud. One can argue that what is tragic-comic is not necessarily postmodern 

but it is absolutely doubtless that the ridiculously sentimental passage is not there to 

awaken emotions within the reader to identify with Estaphen. It is there to undermine the 

seriousness of the dog's bad shape and to emphasize the absurdity of the pathos devoted 

to such a trivial thing as an old dog's sick bladder. 

24 http://website.lineane.neti-jan.simmans/royltgast4.htm 
25 Ray 12 
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Miss Mitten's well meant present comes as an offence to the twins. They read 

Kipling and an abridged version of The Tempest, so the assumption that they would be 

overwhelmed by 'ehT serutnevdAfo eisuS lerriuqS,26proves rather unfortunate. When the 

children read the book aloud backward she tells Baby Kochamrna, their grand aunt, that 

"she had seen Satan in their eyes. nataS in their seye.,,27 A few months later the twins 

learn that Miss Mitten "was killed by a milk van in Hobart, across the road from a cricket 

oval. To the twins there was hidden justice in the fact that the milk van had been 

reversing.,,28 Miss Mitten's story is another sophisticated linguistic game of the author. 

The coincident of Miss Mitten's death and the children's reversed reading is linked. 

Maybe the fact that Miss Mitten was killed by a reversing milk van would stay unnoticed 

for the other members of the family; one could even argue that Miss Mitten's life or death 

for the children and thus for the reader is absolutely irrelevant - the importance lies in 

'reversing' . 

One can claim that the majority of the comic moments, just as the shocking and 

absolutely infuriating ones, are the results of Roy's narrative. The prevailing part of the 

story is told from the perspective of the seven-year-old Rahel, the eighteen-minute 

younger half of her 'Siamese' brother, a little girl whose major ambition of the time "was 

to own a watch on which she could change the time whenever she wanted to (which 

according to her was what Time was meant for in the first place).,,29 The use of this 

quotation is intended to point out the absurdity that in the story a little child like Rahel is 

witness to a tragedy of such magnitude. 

26 Ray 60 
27 Ray 60 
28 Ray 60 
29 Ray 37 
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The story is told by an omniscient and omnipresent third person narrator whose 

register alters according to the events he/she gives an account of, but which preserves a 

highly metaphorical and figurative character. The childish playfulness of the language 

reflects the age and the innocence of the twins; their associations being far fetched, and 

far more sensory and impulsive than rational. "They were already familiar with the smell 

[the smell of blood]. Sicksweet. Like old roses on a breeze.,,3o Velutha's handcuffs had a 

"sourmetal smell. Like steel bus rails and the smell of the bus conductor's hands from 

holding them.,,3l The pervert 'Orangedrink Lemondrink Man' masturbates "white egg 

white. Quarter boiled,,32 into Estha's hand while in the Abhilash talkies amidst an 

awkward conversation about the jams and pickles produced in The Paradise Pickles & 

Preserves. After he had completed his appalling action Estha compared the man's "soft" 

and "shrivelling" penis to "an empty leather change-purse.,,33 The infuriating and 

sickening event is treated with a language of the same if not lesser relevance as it is 

added to Rahel's theatrical attempt to blowout a glass bead from her nose. 

All eyes in the waiting room were on Rahel. It was to be the performance 
of her life. Estha's expression prepared to blow its nose. Furrows gathered 
on his forehead and he took a deep breath. Rahel summoned all her 
strength. Please God, please make it come out. From the soles of her feet, 
from the bottom of her heart, she blew into her mother's handkerchief. In 
a rush of snot and relief, it emerged. A little mauve bead in a glistening 
bed of slime. As proud as a pearl in an oyster. Children gathered around to 
admire it.34 

Simple childish sentences like "/ Hate Miss Mitten and / Think Her gnickers are 

TORN,35 are accompanied by far more elaborate ones. "It was raining when Rahel 

returned to Ayemenem. Slanting silver ropes slammed into loose earth, ploughing it up 

30 Roy 6 
31Roy31 
32 Roy 104 
33 Roy 104 
3-1 Roy l33 
35 Roy 156 
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like gunfire. The old house on the hill wore its steep, gabled roof pulled over its ears like 

a low hat.,,36 Roy plays with her reader; she consciously blurs the boundaries between 

the important and insignificant, the great and banal, the serious and ridiculous by 

juxtaposing the childish and the elaborate language to change the shapes and colours of 

the postmodern kaleidoscope. 

The highly symbolic and impressionistic language creates a powerful aesthetic 

effect on the reader. Roy's language is alive and with every word the 'reality', the world 

of the novel gains shape and weight. As Laura Shapiro wrote for Newsweek "After you 

turn the last page [of Arundhati Roy's] glowing novel, you find you're still deep inside it. 

You can smell the pickled mangoes and the sweet banana jam, hear the children singing 

as their uncle's car carries them home to disaster.,,37 However Roy's genius lies right in 

her ability in changing what in one moment might appear realistic into something almost 

absurd in the next moment. Reality thus ceases to be truthful, it ceases to be reality at all. 

36 Roy 1 
37 Shapiro's commentary on the book for Newsweek, God of Small Things 
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4.2. Deviance 

Roy has been often complimented regarding her "extraordinary linguistic 

inventiveness,,38 Even though linguistic inventiveness is not intrinsically postmodern 

since already the modernist fiction carries numerous signs of linguistic innovations. For 

the modernist authors it was a formal device which helped to improve the representation 

of reality. In postmodernist writings where reality is absolutely irrelevant this linguistic 

deviance functions as a game. Words and phrases are written in a way to cause a certain 

disruption and disturbance so characteristic for postmodernism. Reality is textually 

undermined and so its hybrididty is reflected through textual deviance. This passage of 

the paper will attempt to approach the language of the novel from a fairly theoretic 

perspective. 

Roy's language noticeably deviates from the conventions and standards of 

contemporary Standard English. Roy claims: "Language is a very reflexive thing for 

[her]. [She does not] know the rules, so [she does not] know if [she has] broken them.,,39 

Deviance is one of the devices frequently used in poetry, but its appearance in prose 

makes the work of art an interesting subject for a theoretical analysis. 

Foregrounding, according to Bohuslav Havninek, a major figure III functional 

stylistics and a member of the Prague School4o is "[the use] of the devices of the 

language in such a way that this use itself attracts attention and is perceived as 

uncommon, as deprived of automatization.,,41 Furthermore, as M. Short claims in the 

introduction of his chapter 'More on Foregrounding, deviation and parallelism' the 

38 Dhawan 12 
39 http://website.lineone.neU-jon.simmons/roy/tgost4.htm 

40 Esser, J. English Linguistic Stylistics. (Ttibingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1993) 33 
41 Esser 35 
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"foregrounded features are the parts of the text which the author, consciously or 

unconsciously, is signaling as crucial to our understanding of what he has written.,,42 

The crucial ideas are usually the ones which are deviant. As Esser writes "the 

Formalists 'proposed to conceive of literature in terms of deviance from norms'. This 

idea was developed further in Mukarovsky's theory of the interplay of poetic language 

and the standard language. Thus, for Mukarovsky the 'essence of poetic language lies in 

the violation of the norms of the standard language' .,,43 

Short's chapter dealing with fore grounding, deviation and parallelism introduces a 

variety of deviations out of which Semantic deviation, Lexical deviation, Grammatical 

deviation, Morphological deviation, Phonological and Graphical deviation are the most 

important in a case study of The God of Small Things. 

To the category of semantic deviation we can add most of Roy's metaphors: 

Then [Father Mulligan] would reopen his umbrella and walk away in 
chocolate robes and comfortable sandals, like a high stepping camel with 
an appointment to keep. He had young Baby Kochamma's aching heart on 
a leash, bumping behind him, lurching over leaves and small stones. 
Bruised and almost broken.44 

It is highly improbable that Father Mulligan would have Baby Kochamma's physical 

heart on a real leash. The powerful metaphor suggests that Baby Kochamma's love was 

like the love of a faithful dog following his master; that her love followed Father 

Mulligan even though it hurt and 'bruised' her like leaves and stones would if one was 

dragged on a leash. 

42 Short, M. 'More on Foregrounding, Deviation and Parallelism' (in Exploring the 
Language of Poems, Plays and Prose. Longman, 1996) 36 

43 Esser 56 
44 Roy 24 
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Sentences like " ... Amrnu shook her and told her to Stoppit and she Stoppited.,,45 

reveal lexical deviaton. The standard imperative 'Stop it!' transforms into a regular verb, 

having an '-ed' suffix as a sign of the past tense. "In the front verandah of an old house, 

below a button-eyed bison head, where years ago, on the day when Sophie Mol came, 

Welcome Home, Our Sophie Mol was performed.,,46 The words in italics are similar to the 

previous example. Apart from that 'Stoppit' which is not just lexically but also 

graphically deviant, Welcome Home, Our Sophie Mol is a perfectly syntactically correct 

sentence; nevertheless, in the context above it substitutes for one word, which is 'play' or 

'performance' . 

The language Of the novel is also grammatically and syntactically deviant. The 

sequence "Rain. Rushing, inky water. And a smell. Sicksweet. Like old roses on a 

breeze,,47 is divided into five sentences, or segments resembling sentences separated from 

each other by full stops. All of them disrupt the established sentence structure of Standard 

English - S(subjet) V (verb ) O( object)/ A(adverbial)/ C( complement)48. Roy's punctuation 

seems to be intuitive rather than grammatical. The words strung together in a line make 

an impression that every sensory organ of the reader is involved. One can feel the "Rain", 

hear the "Rushing, inky water", smell the "Sicksweet" smell and see decomposing roses 

left "on a breeze". The senses of taste and smell are intimately intertwined, so the very 

fact that she describes the smell as being "sicksweet" is indicative of that close 

association. One would not be able to describe smells using the language of taste if the 

two were not so closely linked. 

4j Roy 300 
46 Roy 164 
47 Roy 32 

48 Quirk, R. et al. A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language. (New York: 
Longman, 1985) 721 
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Baby Kochamma reproached Ammu "because she saw her quarrelling with a fate 

that she, Baby Kochamma herself, felt she had graciously accepted. The fate of the 

wretched Man-less woman. The sad, Father Mulligan-Iess Baby Kochamma.,,49 The 

suffix '-less' is employed just as in words like 'homeless' or 'helpless' where it conveys 

the sense of 'lacking' something. However analogical the coinage of Roy' s new words is, 

one cannot deny it is rather unconventional and surprising, and thus morphologically 

deviant. Nevertheless, on the basis of analogy the reader understands that the "Man-less" 

and "Father Mulligan-Iess" Baby Kochamma is lonely; her love of Father Mulligan is not 

returned, he does not belong to her. 

When Rahel returns to Ayemenem, she is the same age as her mother was when 

she died, thirty-one. She was "Not old. Not young. But a viable die-able age.,,50 The 

pattern of the word "viable" is copied in "die-able", the reader understands that it 

indicates the ability to die; nevertheless, the word itself does not exist in the standard 

language, it points to the fact that at the age of thirty-one this person, just like her mother, 

can die. 

Another form of morphological deviance, of which Roy seems to be very much 

fond, occurs when the author plays around with word boundaries.51 

Sophie Mol lay asleep on a little camp cot that had been made up for her 
next to the big bed. The drone of the slow ceiling fan filled her had. 
Bluegreyblue eyes snapped open. 
A Wake 
ALive 
A Lert52 

49 Roy 45 
50 Roy 3 
51 Short 52 
52 Roy 238 
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The passage shows two attempts at blurring the morphological boundaries. 

"Bluegreyblue" is a daring compound made of three morphemes: blue - grey - blue; 

while "A Wake", "A Live", "A Lert" are broken down into their constituents. The change 

in the shape of the words is considered another kind of deviance, graphological, since the 

words 'awake', 'alive', 'alert' are written as one word in Standard English. Roy breaks 

the words deliberately to make them echo the iambic, rhythmical movement of the "slow 

ceiling fan" 

Graphological deviance is closely linked with phonologically deviant language. 

The "English car song" that the children were made to practice with a particular attention 

paid to their "Prer NUN sea ayshun" during the "What will Sophie Mol Think? week,,53 

gets an amusing layout. 

Rej-Oice in the Lo-Ord Or-Orlways 
And again I say rej-Oice, 
RejOice, 
RejOice, 
A d . I . O· 54 n agam say reJ- Ice. 

The capital letters in the middle of the words signify the emphasis and stress on the 

words, 'rejoice' becomes "Rej-Oice", 'Lord' "Lo-Ord" and 'always' is spelt "Or-

Orlways". When Rahel tells Comrade Pillai that she has returned without a husband or 

child and that she is divorced, the old man cries out: "Die-vorced? [ ... ] He even 

pronounced the word as though it were a form of death.,,55 

Probably the most striking deviance occurs through the use of Malayalam words 

in the text. Despite the fact that the novel is mainly in English, Indian words are scattered 

throughout the novel, in most cases followed by an English translation. This interesting 

53 Roy 36 
5-1 Roy 36 
55 Roy 130 
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method creates a sense of alienation, distraction and disruption because the reader cannot 

understand the expressions of the unfamiliar Malayalam dialect. Due to the words 

borrowed from the Malayalam vernacular the novel seems even more exotic and magical 

to a Western eye. 

21 



5. Narrative 

As has already been stated in the introductory part of the paper, the self-

conscious, partial, mutually embedded narrative employed in the novel IS 

characteristically postmodern. The first part on narrative shall give a general account, 

while the second passage aims to provide a more specific analysis of the novel's narrative 

techniques. 

Roy's narrative breaks away from the conventionally accepted form of narration. 

It challenges the traditional Aristotelian presumptions that the story will be told from its 

beginning, that it will have a middle part and will end at the end.56 The chronological 

order and the time space of the narrative are absolutely ignored. The story starts with 

Rahel's return to the Ayemenem house, which is from the book's perspective the 

'present' and finishes twenty-three years earlier, in the 'past' on the other bank of the 

river in the History House, where her mother, Ammu and Velutha promise to see each 

other "Naaley. Tomorrow"s7, that is in the 'future'. All that is written down between the 

first and the last chapter is a mixture of future, present and past which is treated with a 

special care and is layered, reaching as far back as to the creation of the Earth and the 

56 Aristotle. Poetics from The Norton Anthology of Theory and Criticism 112 
57 Roy 340 
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Universe, or to "the days when the Love Laws were made. The laws that lay down who 

should be loved, and how. And how much."s8 

However, to make the orientation throughout the novel more difficult, one should 

bear in mind that the fictional past and present is very subjective. David Lodge in his 

Language and Fiction analyses a contemporary German critic's, Dr. Kate Hamburger's 

treatment of tense in fiction. Dr. Hamburger argues that 

the past tense of most narrative fiction, or 'epic preterite', has an 
essentially different function from the past tense of the historical 
description, a difference indicated by the fact that the epic preterite can be 
used by 'deictic' adverbs (like now, yesterday, tomorrow) which in 
conventional grammar can modify only verbs in the present and the future 
tenses.59 

So when the narrator comments: "They didn't know then that soon they would go in.,,60 

That they would enter the History House, as much physically as symbolically; the 

statement is neither anchored in the present nor in the past, it is floating in the flux of 

time. Though the narrative fluctuates, going backward and forward in time, by the end of 

the novel the reader is able to organize the events of the storyline into a chronological 

order, from past to the present; the main characters, however, Estha and Rahel remain 

stuck in History without a present or a future. Their present is their past, their haunting 

memories that took away their childhood, and that turned Estha into Quietness and Rahel 

into Emptiness. 

The narrative structure of the novel is cyclic, just as Roy herself states in an 

interview with Alex Wilbur.61 She says: 

I think that one of the most important things about the structure is that in 
some way the structure of the book ambushes the story. You know, it tells 

58 Roy 33 
59 Lodge, David. Language and Fiction. (Routledge. 2002) 42 
60 Roy 55 
61 Nair, Rama. 'Of Roses and Rivers: Thematic Symbolism in The God of SmallThings' in in ed. Dhawan, 
R.K. Arundhati Roy The Novelist Extraordinary. (New Delhi: Prestige Books. 1999) 249 
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a different story from the story the book is telling. In the first chapter I 
more or less tell you the story, but the novel ends in the middle of the 
story, and it ends with Ammu and Velutha making love and it ends on the 
word 'tomorrow'. And though you know that what tomorrow brings is 
terrible, the fact that the book ends there is to say that even though it's 
terrible it's wonderful that it happened at al1. 62 

The narrative is cyclic because it keeps rotating around the same theme, which is 

Ammu's infringement against the "Love Laws", Sophie Mol's drowning and Velutha's 

death, nevertheless its cyclical nature is emphasized by the fractures of information 

supplied by numerous anachronies (flashbacks and flash-forwards) built around these 

three fundamental crosses on an imaginary timescale filling out the gaps between the 

events. The puzzle, the story gives a full picture only when all the insignificant, small bits 

and pieces mesh into their place. 

The sporadic order of the events resembles the Great Indian stories, not 

particularly in their narrative but in their content. One can argue that this fact supports the 

theory that postmodernism breaks away from grand narratives by bringing them down to 

the level of the seemingly insignificant: the individual. The reflection of the grand 

narrative, the ancient myth is thus ironic and ridiculous. By claiming that the novel is in a 

way a minor copy of the "Great stories", the great Indian myth, The God of Small Things 

becomes a projection of something great onto the small lives of the members of the Ipe 

family. Their lives are guarded and guided by the God of Small Things who is "cosy and 

contained, private and limited,,63 accustomed to his "inconsequence", nevertheless the 

"Big God [howls] like a hot wind, and [demands] obeisance [ ... ] in the country [ ... ] 

62 http://website.lineone.neti-jon.simmons/royltgost4.htm 
63 Roy 19 
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piosed forever between the terror of war and the horror of peace, Worse Things kept 

h 
. ,,64 appemng .. 

Another similarity can be discovered between the kathakali performance and the 

theme of the novel. In the myth of the Blue God, Krishna whose name in Sanskrit 

literally means black or dark, referring to Krishna's black or dark blue complexion, 

seduces young cowherd maidens, the gopis, by the enchanting music of his flute. 

According to the Mahabharat, the great Indian epic, Krishna means 'Absolute Truth', he is 

the Lord of Love.65 

Krishna was physically irresistibly appealing. Ancient texts dwell at length 
on his exceptionally alluring countenance: a blue complexion soft like the 
monsoon cloud, shining locks of black hair framing a beautifully chiselled 
face, large lotus like eyes, wild -flower garlands around his neck, a yellow 
garment (pitambara) draped around his body, a crown of peacock feathers 
on his head, and a smile playing on his lips, it is in this manner that he is 
faithfully represented since the ancient times to the modern.66 

On the night of Sophie Mol's arrival, on the night when Ammu and Velutha met for the 

first time secretly on the island, Velutha emerges from the water and his appearance is 

Krishna-like: 

He wore a thin with cloth around his loins, looped between his dark legs. 
He shook the water from his hair. She could see his smile in the dark. His 
white, sudden smile that he had carried with him from boyhood into 
manhood.67 

In addition, it is not just his "ebony chest", "dark legs" and "sudden smile" that reminds 

of Krishna. It is his psychological and physical impact on Ammu. Just like the gopis, 

Ammu is also 'maddened with desire' and feels a 'thrill indescribable,68. 

In making love with him [Krishna, the gopis] in that climatic moment of 
release, in that one binding moment, they felt that joy and fulfilment 
which could not but be an aspect of the divine. Through their experience, 

64 Ray 19 
65 http://www.craftsinindia.comlindian -art -culturelkrishna.html 
66 http://www.craftsinindia.comlindian-art -culturelkrishna.html 
67 Roy 334 
68 http://www.exoticindiaart.comlkrishna.htm 
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thus, the erotic the carnal and the profane became but an aspect of the 
sublime, the spiritual and the divine. This cumulative myth sustained one 
basic point: for women, Krishna was a personal god, always accessible 
and unfailingly responsive. He was a god specially made for women. 69 

Ammu's has her personal passionate Small Ebony God in Velutha, her suicidal quarrel 

with her tragic fate. 

She leaned against the door in the darkness, she felt her dream, her 
afternoon-mare move inside her like a rib of water rising from the ocean, 
gathering into a wave. The cheerful one-armed man with salty skin and a 
shoulder that ended abruptly like a cliff emerged from the shadows of the 
jagged beach and walked towards her. 
Who was he? 
Who could he have been? 
The God of Loss. 
The God of Small Things. 
The God of Goose Bumps and Sudden Smiles. 
He could do only one thing at a time. 
Ifhe touched her, he couldn't talk to her, ifhe loved her he couldn't leave, 
if he spoke, he couldn't listen, if he fought he couldn't win. 
Ammu longed for him. Ached for him with the whole of her biology.7o 

The transgression of conventional love relationships, when a deity makes love to 

a human woman, not necessarily of inferior birth, is not a unique theme in literature. 

Zeus, the Greek god transformed into a bull carries off Europa, in Kalevala, the Finnish 

national epic it is the God of Winds who desires the body of a young maiden. In 

Hungarian mythology it is the Falcon god who comes to Emese to fertilise her, however, 

in all cases it is the man or the masculine that 'satisfies hi slits needs'. On the contrary, 

KrishnaJThe God of Small Things is there to please the gopis/ Ammu. 

While the western deities stay unpunished, The God of Small Things, god of 

"inconsequence", who "if fought [ ... J couldn't win,,71 pays an enormous price for 

69 http://www.exoticindiaart.comlkrishna.htm 
70 Roy 330 
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transgressing the Love Laws. His 'service' costs "two lives. Two childrens' childhoods. 

And a history lesson for future offenders."n 

Apart from the previous passage on the narrative in Arundhati Roy's novel The 

God of Small Things the following part will attempt to approach the text with a more 

analytical eye. A closer and more systematic analysis of the text can emphasize the 

genius of the novel's architecture. 

Thanks to zealous research in the field of narratology in the previous decades a 

variety of postmodern approaches to narrative have been introduced.73 Scholars state that 

there is a dichotomy between the way the story is told and the actual story. To avoid 

confusion this paper shall employ the terminology introduced by Gerald Genette in his 

work Figures Ill. Genette brings forth a basic division between recit and histoire. While 

recit is "the discourse or narrative of the narrated text itself,74, he defines histoire as "the 

narrative content,,75. The main difference lies in the fact that though the recit relays the 

events in a non-chronological order, the reader can, nevertheless, paraphrase it as a 

histoire. This part of the paper aims to detect the main aspects of the recit, namely the 

time, mode and voice of the recit in the received story of Arundhati Roy's The God of 

Small Things. 

The novel's narrative consists of a number of mutually embedded story lines. The 

use of multiple embedded narratives is characteristically postmodern. In Roy's novel they 

become interconnected mainly through the characters of Estha and Rahel. The recit starts 

72 Roy 336 
73 Rimmon, Shlornith. A Comprehensive Theory of Narrative in A journal for Descriptive Poetics and 
Theory of Li terature 1 (1976) 33 
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with Rahel's return to Ayemenem. She returns in June, in the period of "south-west 

monsoons" which turns the countryside into an "immodest green" to meet her twin 

brother Estha. Through her newly awakened memories and the omniscient narrator's 

comments the reader finds out what happened almost thirty years ago. Because of this 

very way of learning the events of the past the aspect of time becomes relevant. 

Time according to Genette's definition is "the chronology between the ricit and 

histoire,,76, this means the histoire is the chronological order of the plot, the succession of 

events in their natural order, which is in the case of the novel the universal action 

happening in the time span from as early as the childhood of Reverend E. John Ipe, the 

Little Blessed One', Estha and Rahel's great-grandfather to the moment when Estha and 

Rahel at their "viable die-able age" lie close to each other after having broken the Love 

Laws once again by an incestuous sexual intercourse. 

One can claim that the primary narrative of the story are the events that took 

place shortly before Christmas more than two decades ago, thus it is in analeptic relation 

to the narrative frame, namely to the action that takes place after Rahel's return. 

Analepsis occurs when a sequence of events that happened in the past (in relation to the 

narrative 'present' which in case of The God of Small Things is the interval when Rahel is 

back in the Ayemenem house) are told in the 'present'. The account of Sophie Mol's 

death just as Ammu and Velutha's tragic love affair is analeptic; however they are not the 

only examples of analepsis occurring in the story. When the reader learns about Pappachi 

and Mammachi's youth, Baby Kochamma's love for father Mulligan or Chacko's studies 

in England they have a forward position on an imaginary time scale. In that case one can 

argue that they are analeptic too; they are analepsis within an analepsis. 

76 Rimmon41 
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Genette further develops the notion of analepsis stating that there is external, 

internal and mixed depending on their relation to the primary narrative. The 

circumstances of Sophie Mol and Velutha's death are externally analeptic to the narrative 

frame and are at the same time homodiegetic. The question of diegesis according to 

Michael Toolan depends on whether the analepsis "carries information about the same 

character/event/storyline as has been present in the immediately preceding text or about 

some different character or event"n. Rahel, Estha and a number of other protagonists are 

characters in the frame story but they are at the same time involved in the events taking 

place twenty-three years ago, that is why the analepsis is homodiegetic. Parts of the 

storyline like Pappachi's stay in Vienna, his zealous research and disappointment at the 

Department of Etymology, or his tyranny over his wife after his retirement; as well as the 

information about Ammu's husband and their life in Assam are examples of completive 

heterodiegetic analepsis, since they carry additional information about characters and 

action that are not connected to the primary narrative. 

Another relevant subdivision of time of ricit discusses the duration of the 

narrative. This notion discusses the relation of 'real' time and the time devoted to it in 

writing. Events that take up a noticeable time in reality but are summed up in a very short 

passage are a summary. The passage describing the period after Ammu moved back to 

Kerala with her parents are embraced only in few lines, nevertheless, in 'real time' it took 

over two years. 

There was very little for a young girl to do in Ayemenem than to wait for 
marriage proposals while she helped her mother with the housework. 
Since her father did not have enough money to raise a suitable dowry, no 
proposals came Ammu's way. Two years went by. Her eighteenth birthday 
came and went. Unnoticed, or at least unremarked by her parents.78 

77 Toolan, Michael. J. Narrative A Critical Linguistic Introduction. (Routledge. 1997) 50 
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According to Genette, the employment of summaries functions as "acceleration" of the 

narrative, since only a short segment of the text is devoted to a long period of the histoire 

the story progresses much faster. The maximum form of acceleration is an ellipsis, which 

is in fact the omission of the text whatsoever. An example of ellipsis appears in the first 

chapter. The passage describes Sophie Mol's funeral. 

The sad singing started again and they sang the same sad verse twice. And 
once more the yellow church swelled like a throat with voices. 
When they lowered Sophie Mol's coffin into the ground in the little 
cemetery behind the church, Rahel knew that she still wasn't dead.79 

The passage gives no detail about the end of the ceremony inside the church, or 

about the congregation leaving their pews and going outside into the cemetery 

behind the church. The narrative simply skips. 

When the time of the redt and the time of the histoire take up relatively equal 

time Genette classifies it as a scene. The passage which describes what Rahel thought and 

saw during the funeral service in the church ceremony can be regarded a scene, since the 

duration of the ceremony equals the time span of RaheI's thoughts about the two things 

that Sophie Mol showed her. 

79 Roy 6 
80 Roy 6 

Thing One was the newly painted high dome of the yellow church that 
Rahel hadn't ever looked at from inside. It was painted blue like the sky, 
with drifting clouds and tiny whizzing jet planes with white tails that 
crisscrossed the in the clouds. It's true (and must be said) that it would 
have been much easier to notice these things lying in a coffin looking up 
than standing in the pews, hemmed in by sad hips and hymnbooks. 8o 

Thing Two that Sophie Mol showed Rahel was the bat baby. During the 
funeral service, Rahel watched the small black bat climb up baby 
Kochamma's expensive funeral sari with gently clinging curled claws. 
When it reached the place between her sari and her blouse, her roll of 
sadness, her bare midriff, Baby Kochamma screamed and hit the air with 
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her hymnbook. The singing stopped for a 'Whatisit? Whathappened?' and 
for a furrywhirring and sariflapping.81 

The opposite of the "acceleration", "deceleration" happens when a long segment of text is 

devoted to a short period of the histoire, or the narrator supplies an extra set of 

information, but this set does not contribute to the development of the storyline. Genette 

distinguishes them as pauses. One could claim that the passages devoted to Miss Mitten, 

to Kari Saipu, to Murlidharan, the level-crossing crippled lunetic or to Velutha's brother 

are pauses, since their existence has no effect on the development of the story and they 

give a break in the train of events. 

Another aspect of time in Genette's division is frequency. Frequency deals with 

the relation of the occurrence of an event and its representation in the text. Probably the 

most obvious example is the narrator's constantly reappearing hints about the tragedy, the 

brutal death of Velutha. While Rahel thinks of jet planes on the church ceiling, about the 

person who painted them there, she imagines him falling down from that height, the 

narrator says: "By then Esthappen and Rahel had learned that the world had other ways 

of breaking men. They were familiar with the smell. Sicksweet. Like old roses on a 

breeze."s2 When Estha is returned the narrator comments: "He had terrible pictures in 

his head. Rain. Rushing, inky water. And a smell. Sicksweet. Like old roses on a 

breeze."s3 "While other children of their age learnt other things, Estha and Rahellearned 

how history negotiates its terms and collects its dues from those who break its laws. They 

heard its sickening thud. They smelled its smell and never forgot."s4 The narrator's 

81 Roy 6 
82 Roy 6 
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numerous comments on the subject however reveal only one event that is the torture of 

Velutha. This phenomenon can be perceived as a repetitive recit. 

Mode of the recit encodes two aspects, namely the distance and perspective. By 

the term distance Genette means the distance between the real and the textual. The story 

of events can be distant from reality if the narration does not give sufficient information 

about the 'world' of the story or just the opposite, gives too much of it. The distance in 

the story of speech depends on the way the 'reality' is mirrored. The distance is smallest 

when, apart from the discourse between the characters, the narrator adds hislher own 

information, as Genette claims "reported discourse" grants the smallest distance.85 

'Watch!' Baby Kochamma said. She seemed excited. 'He'll walk straight 
to his room and wash his clothes. He's very over-clean ... he won't say a 
word! 
She had the air of a game warden pointing out an animal in the grass. 
Taking pride in her ability to predict its movements.86 

The example reflects the reality, it is not just the actual words that are known for the 

reader but also Baby Kochamma's mental state and attitudes are mirrored by the 

comments of the narrator. The distance grows when "transposed" discourse is employed, 

because even if the narrator gives back the thoughts of the character, one cannot be sure 

those would be the actual words of that particular character. When Rahel makes love to 

her husband, Larry McCaslin the narrator gives the following description: "But when 

they made love he was offended by her eyes. They behaved as though they belonged to 

someone else. Someone watching.,,87 It is Larry who thinks that her eyes belonged to 

someone else, nevertheless he does not say them aloud; they have to be summed up by 

the narrator. The greatest distance is created when it is the narrator who interprets the 

85 Rimmon 49 
86 Roy 90 
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discourse because then the real words of the characters are totally absent. "Each time they 

parted, they extracted only one small promise from each other."ss 

Perspective describes the viewpoint from which things are seen in terms of visual 

perception, basically it gives an account of who sees what; it gives a focus. One can argue 

that the question of perspective cannot be fully expressed without the notion of a narrator, 

despite the fact that the narrator belongs to the aspect of voice. It is rather confusing but 

in practice one can have a narrator but 'hear' the voice of a character, to see things from 

the character's point of view. When he says: "She was their Ammu and their Baba and 

she had loved them Double."s9 he reflects Ammu's ideas. ('Everybody says that children 

need a Baba. And I say no. Not my children. D'you know why?' [ ... J 'Because you're 

our Ammu and our Baba and you love us Double.'90) However, the majority of the 

narration can be qualified as a non-focalized recit. 

In the frame narrative as well as in the primary narrative it is an omniscient, 

omnipresent, extradiegetic-heterodiegetic narrator since he is external to the primary 

narrative; he is not a fictional character thus he does not give an account of his own story. 

One could argue that the frame narrative, the 'present' is narrated simultaneously, 

because it happens more or less at the same time, while the type of the primary narrative 

is ulterior. 

Last, but not least, a very important category is the category of narratee, meaning 

the audience that is supposed to learn the events. Genette warns that it is a mistake to 

believe that the implied narrattee is always the reader, because, he says, "the narratee is 

88 Roy 339 
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always located at the same fictional level as the narrator.,,91 This implies that the 

narratees can be, just like narrators, extra- or intradiegetic. One can argue that the 

narratees of the story are no one else than the characters appearing in the frame narrative, 

that is in the 'present' of the story. Through the voice of the narrator their thoughts and 

memories come to light, but by thinking of the tragic events of that particular Christmas 

they become the 'audience' of their nightmarish memories. Because of this they can be 

categorised as intradiegetic narratees. 

To conclude, Genette's narrative theory is an answer to the post-modern quest of 

a reader to unveil and understand the mystery of the methods used to create a text. One 

could claim that the Way in which the novel is written by far and large surpasses the 

simple story of a tragic love affair. No doubts a linear and chronological account of the 

events, just as the absence of an omniscient narrator would turn the story into a dull 

report. 

91 Rimmon 55 
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6. Allusions, references and images 

To claim that Roy's novel is purely postmodern would be a great mistake. Roy, as 

a number of authors who live in former British colonies, or has his/her origins there is 

likely to be generalized as a post-colonial writer. There is a specific field in literary 

criticism devoted to postcolonial theories which partly overlaps with those of 

postmodernism92; nevertheless, this paper shall discuss them only marginally to support 

the assumption that the writer's use of allusions, references and images is also 

postmodern. 

Postcolonial criticism awakens "an awareness of power relations between 

Western and 'Third-World' cultures ,,93 . From a postcolonial perspective the Occidental 

"values and traditions of thought and literature [ ... ] are guilty of a repressive 

ethnocentrism. Models of Western thought (derived, for example, from Aristotle, 

Descartes, Kant, Marx, Nietzsche and Freud) or literature (Homer, Dante, Flaubert, T. S. 

Eliot) have dominated world culture, marginalizing or excluding non-Western traditions 

and forms of cultural life and expression.,,94 However, the penetrating otherness into the 

texts grants it a special sense of a kaleidoscope like picture, when bits and pieces of 

different shapes and colours mesh into a perfect picture. 

As has been stated earlier in this paper, Roy's frequent allusions and images 

connect to Western literary works and other cultural issues as well as to Indian culture, 

92 Selden, R. Widdowson, P. A Reader's Guide to Contemporary Literary Theory. (Harvester. 1993) 188 
93 Selden 188 
94 Selden 189 
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and keep up an ongoing dialogue between the East and the West, between the Ayemenem 

house and the 'big world'. 

When the narrator describes Estha's 'octopus' which became a symbol for his 

haunting memory, the narrator says: "It was lodged there, deep inside some fold or 

furrow, like a mango hair between molars.,,95 Mangoes are exotic fruit indigenous in 

India, and in this way the simile reflects an Indian experience. The drowned Sophie Mol 

is compared to a "dhoby's finger,,96 while a westerner would with most probability 

compare her to a raisin. 

On the other hand, when Ammu's body is transported to a crematorium, wrapped 

in a dirty bed sheet, Rahel thinks she looks like a "Roman Senator. Et tu, Ammu! She 

thought and smiled,,97. The quotation shows that Rahel is familiar with the fashion of 

Ancient Rome, as well as the original context of 'Et tu, Brute!' These words embrace the 

sense of betrayal and despair. Christianity "arrived in a boat and speeded into Kerala like 

tea from a teabag.,,98, the Orangedrink Lemondrink Man's teeth are compared to "yellow 

piano-keys,,99; both tea! teabag and piano-keys invoke a traditional British upper 

middleclass drawing room where the traditional five-o'clock tea is served accompanied 

by piano music. 

Cynthia Vanden Driesen states that the deep-rooted "Eurocentrism established by 

the colonizing power continues to flourish"looin the Indian society of the novel; numerous 

allusions to the western world create a certain hybridizing effect on the text. Hybridizing 
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is usually seen as enabling or disrupting established hierarchies thus one can claim that 

the binary character of the world is lost in postmodernism; all that is important turns into 

insignificant. The importance of 'Eurocentrism' is undermined in the novel, Roy exposes 

and ridicules it. 

Chacko is proud of his studies at Oxford University since Oxford has by all rights 

become a synonym for elitist education in the world. "When he was in this sort of mood, 

Chacko used his Reading Aloud voice. His room had a church feeling. [ ... ] Ammu called 

them his Oxford Moods.,,[Q] Baby Kochamma reads religious treatises of Christian belief 

in the heart of Asia while Christianity has been for over a millennium an emblem for the 

Western world. Mammachi takes violin lessons in Vienna, in those days (approximately 

the 1920's) still famous for being an important cultural centre, the cradle of classical 

music. However, this superiority is a mere pretence since Chacko does not gain a 

university degree and his aunt reads essays on religion just to impress her love, Father 

Mulligan; Mammachi's lessons "were abruptly discontinued when [her] teacher Launsky-

Tiffenthal, made the mistake of telling Pappachi that his wife was exceptionally talented 

and, in his opinion, potentially concert class.,,]02 Either by their own fault all or by an 

interaction of an external factor, in Mammachi's case her jealous husband; all three of 

them face a bitter disappointment of inability to reach the superior, the Western. 

Dreisen's concepts of 'Eurocentrism' originates in what Antonio Gransci has 

defined as "cultural hegemony". This hegemony of 'European', according to Denis Hay, 

is based on the presumption that the European identity is a superior one in comparison 

with all the non-European peoples and cultures.]03 Pappachi, the Imperial Entomologist, 

101 Roy 54 
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the owner of a skyblue Plymuth who "until the day he died, even in the stifling 

Ayemenem heat, every single day, [ ... ] wore a well-pressed three-piece suit and his gold 

pocket watch. On his dressing table, next to his cologne and silver hair brush, he kept a 

picture of himself as a young man, with his hair slicked down, taken in a photographer's 

studio in Vienna.,,104, was absolutely convinced about the superiority of the British. Re 

never believed Ammu' s story that Mr. Rollick, the manager of the Assam tea estate had 

an itch for her. "Pappachi would not believe her - not because he thought well of her 

husband, but simply because he didn't believe that an Englishman, any Englishman, 

would covet another man's wife.,,105 Roy mocks Pappachi's narrow-mindedness. 

The novel abounds in references to the Western literature also. One should 

probably ask the question, why does Roy employ references to the Anglophone world if 

she disagrees with the belief in its superiority? She writes in English and it is doubtless 

that she writes for the Western world. To answer this question is not the aim of this 

paper, however it shall shed light on the fact that Roy employs numerous allusions in her 

novel. 

Probably the most striking reference appears early on, on the very first page of 

the novel. The narrator depicts Ayemenem in May. "May in Ayemenem is hot, brooding 

month.,,106 The sentence carries striking similarity with the notoriously quoted T.S. 

Eliot's 'The Waste Land' which starts "April is the cruellest month.,,107 One can argue 

that an opening of a story which so much resembles the Eliot-like hopelessness and 

doomed landscape suggests a certain similarity between the two. For Eliot it is the post-

war bleakness and mental distress reflected onto the land while for Roy it symbolizes the 

104 Roy 49 
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haunting memories of a tragedy, long forgotten for some, but still fresh for Rahel and her 

family. The Ayemenem house turned into a ghostly place, where "The Loss of Sophie 

Mol stepped softly around the Ayemenem house like a quiet thing in SOCkSl08; quietness 

and decay established themselves there in her place. 

The reference to Eliot is followed by a number of other canonical works of British 

and American literature. Sentences from Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Book are quoted when 

Rahel expresses her affection for her mother. She says "We be of one blood, ye and r 109 

The quotation carries a frightening prophesy: Rahel, just like her mother is doomed, 

because of their blood bond, to trespasses the ancient Love Laws as a way of quarrelling 

with their destiny. 

Conrad's Heart of Darkness is a constantly reappearing reference. Heart of 

Darkness becomes a symbol of external and internal malice, the primeval evil. Distress, 

fear, uncertainty and wretchedness of characters just as the description of places and 

situations are referred to. For Kari Sapui, the paedophile, homosexual "Black Sahib", 

"the Englishman who had 'gone native', Ayemenem became "his private Heart of 

Darkness" Kari Sapui committed suicide after his young lover had been sent away to 

school. Nevertheless, if one can classify the 'Heart of Darkness' as 'private', then it is not 

too daring to call it 'public' either. It was the 'public', shared 'Heart of Darkness' for 

Rahel and Estha, for Ammu and Velutha. On that morning when Velutha died six police 

officers, the "Dark of Heart" "deadlypurposed"llo crossed the river and "in the Heart of 
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Darkness the posse of Touchable Policemen acted with economy, not frenzy.,,1l1 They 

brutally massacred Velutha. 

Chacko quotes Fitzgerald's Gatsby, the reference to a book which tells a story of 

failure, a failure in achieving the American dream, the bliss granted by wealth and 

success. Chacko is in fact an unfortunate character whose life, similarly to Gatsby's, is 

full of failure and disappointment. Chacko fails to finish his studies, his wife leaves him 

for another man and literally robs him of his baby-daughter. When there is a chance that 

he will be reunited with his family another hard blow strikes: his daughter drowns in the 

swollen river leaving no hopes of living together with his ex-wife, Margaret. He ruins his 

mother's relatively successful pickle factory and he is not able to get rid of his bad luck 

even in Canada where he starts an antique business. 

Apart from references to fiction, the novel introduces allusions to popular culture. 

This feature is intrinsically postmodern, since as it has been mentioned above postmodern 

fiction breaks down the distinction between high and popular art forms the elements of 

both are mixed in the same text and are treated equally as one single text. This 

postmodernist lack of value is in fact a play. The purpose of this play is to undermine 

what can seem real. 

The afternoon before Sophie Mol's arrival the family goes to the Abhilash 

Talkies to see The Sound of Music. Rahel and Estha had seen it many times, they know 

the dialogues by heart and in a way they try to identify themselves, or at least they try to 

draw comparisons between themselves and the children of Captain von Trapp, however 

Estha has to face the cruel fact that he is not like them and will never be, thus Captain 

Von Trapp cannot love him. 

III Roy 309 
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(a) Did Captain van Clap-Trapp shiver his leg? 
He did not. 

(b) Did Captain van Clap-Trapp blmv spit-bubbles? Did he? 
He did most certainly not. 

(c) Did he gobble? 
He did not. 

Then it is Captain von Trapp who questions the twins: 
(a) Are they clean white children? 

No. (But Sophie Mol is) 
(b) Do they blow spit-bubbles? 

Yes. (But Sophie Mol doesn't.) 
(c) Do they shiver their legs? Like clerks? 

Yes. (But Sophie Mol doesn't.) 
(d) Have they, either or both, ever held strangers' soo-soos? 

N ... Nyes. (But Sophie Mol hasn't.) 
'Then I'm sorry,' Captain von Clapp-Trapp said. 'It's out of question. I 
cannot love [the twins]. I cannot be their Baba. Oh no.' 112 

Nevertheless, there is another hint in the story. The Sound of Music tells a story of 

a novice who finds out that she does not want to become a nun and she is sent to the 

family of a widower, Captain von Trapp as a governess to his numerous children. The 

movie is a typical love story which ends in a 'happy ever after' ending despite the 

struggles the heroes have to overcome. One can argue that there is a parallel between the 

characters in the movie and Amrnu and Velutha's affair. In both couples the lovers are 

socially unequal to each other and both couples are in danger: the Hollywood ones 

because of the war (World War II), Ammu and Velutha because of their secret love 

affair. 

The twins' use of numerous English nursery rhymes and Christian English car-

songs, Amrnu's tendency to listen to popular music on those days when she breaks away 

from the reality, Chacko's 'lessons' from the Reader's Digest Great Encyclopaedic 

Dictionary, Estha's Elvis puff and Rahel's Fountain in a 'Love-in-Tokyo' hairdo, all 

emphasize the significant influence of the West on Indian society, which together with 
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the mango hair between molars and the 'dhoby's' fingers create a Rushdie like 

'chutneyfied' society constructed of bits and pieces of the West and the East. 
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7. Conclusion 

This paper's aim was to prove that Arundhati Roy's Booker Prize winning novel 

The God of Small Things is, even if not thoroughly but definitely formally a postmodern 

piece of writing. The introductory part of the novel discusses the background information 

about the appearance of the novel as well as bringing forth Susan Watkins' theory of 

postmodernism which is employed to supports the idea that the novel is postmodern. The 

paper focuses on three major aspects, namely the language, narrative, and literary and 

cultural references of the book. 

The passage devoted to the language of the novel is divided into two parts. The 

first part discusses the novel's experimental, playful, poetic language, the way it employs 

devices such as metaphors, humour and irony. The second part approaches the language 

from a more theoretical aspect and proves the language deviant in numerous levels from 

what is accepted as conventional. The playfulness and 'language-centeredness' of the 

novel implies that it is postmodern indeed. 

The central part of the paper investigates the narrative of the novel. This passage 

is also divided into a general and a more theoretical exploration of the novel's narrative 

techniques. This part proves the assumption that the postmodern narrative breaks the 

tradition of grand narrative as well as employing the structure of mutually embedded 

narrative. The second part employs Gerald Genette's terminology from his Figure Ill. 

The last part focuses on literary and cultural allusion and images used in the 

novel. Watkins states that the mixing of high and low, that is canonical and popular art 

forms is intrinsically postmodern. Roy uses allusions to Shakespeare, Fitzgerald, T.S. 
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Eliot and a number of other famous writers; nevertheless, the text is interwoven by 

nursery rhymes and quotations from fairy tale characters like Popeye the sailor man. Roy 

makes use of the character of Captain von Trapp from The Sound of Music who becomes 

a 'fictional' character within the novel. 

Although the paper has achieved its aim of pointing out formal postmodern 

characteristics of Roy's novel, it is obvious that many questions related to the novel's 

connection with postmodern still remain: Is postmodernism "merely" a formal game or 

does it have a large sense, or consequence? Why does Arundhati Roy write a book like 

that? Is her novel only a statue of postmodern wit and playfulness or is there a well 

concealed reason behind the formal aspects of her text? Is it an attempt to "represent" the 

way of the world through the "wide-eyed", vulnerable twins; or does she want to give an 

accurate account of the Indian society of the recent past? If the answer to all these 

questions is yes, would The God of Small Things still be a postmodern novel? But this 

would bring us back to the question we started from, what is postmodern? 
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8. Resume 

Cief om predldadanej pnice Je analyza diela sucasnej indickej spisovatel'ky 

Arundhati Roy The God of Small Things. Pozornost je nasmerovami predovsetkym k tym 

momentom diela, ktore ho zarad'uju do prudu tzv. postmodernej literatury. Termfnom 

,postmodernf sa tu oznacuje suhrn charakteristfk tak ako ich zhrnula Susan Watkins. Je 

to predovsetkym strata explikatfvnej funkcie tzv. vel'kych prfbehov a s tym suvisiaci 

ironicky pohfad na minulost, miesanie tzv. vysokych a nfzkych umeleckych foriem, 

intertextualita a hra s jazykom, ako aj autoreferencia nanicie. 

Analyza romanu-prebieha na dvoch urovniach: formalnej a obsahovej. Priestor pre 

formalny rozbor je vyhradeny v kapitolach Jazyk a Naratfv. Jazyk v romane podlieha 

experimentu a jeho analyza kladie doraz na jeho expresivitu a poetickost. Z toho 

vychadza aj druM cast kapitoly 0 jazyku, ktora sa zameriava prave na postmoderny 

moment hry a autoreferencie. 

Naratfvu je venovana ustredna kapitola prace. Formalne je prfbeh romanu 

roztriesteny do niekol'kych casovych a priestorovych rovfn. Obsahovo a metaforicky 

prfbeh romanu pripomfna stare indicke myty a tato juxtapozfcia ironizuje moznost 

"vel'keho" prfbehu ako uzavreteho celku s univerzalnou platnostou. Z toho vycMdza aj 

teoreticka analyza v druhej casti kapitoly podlozena strukturalistickou te6riou 

rozpravania ako ju formuloval Gerard Genette. 

Obsahovu rovinu analyzy diela predstavuje predovsetkym zaverecna kapitola 

prace rozoberajuca intertextualitu romanu. Pocetne odkazy k vychodnej, zapadnej, 

klasickej ako aj popularnej kulture nam priblizuju postmoderny svet zlozeny 

z heterogennych fragmentov. 
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